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It only takes a minute to sign up. I recently had my main service professionally upgraded to A
and had a 60A subpanel installed in my master suite to support future additions. All work
passed city inspection, for whatever that's worth. I'm just now noticing some things about the
work that I'm not so sure about. The main panel is in an separate-attached garage. The majority
of circuits enter the house through a covered breezeway between the garage and house. The
new 60A subpanel in the master suite is fed by wires in a buried conduit run through the
backyard from the garage. There are only 3 conductors between the main and sub. There is a
ground bar installed in the panel, but no wires connect to it. When I asked the electrician about
this after the fact, he said that the neutral wire also serves as the ground, and that it is ok to do
this in a subpanel. Is he correct? I've read that ground and neutral bars should not be bonded in
a subpanel, but in this case there isn't even a ground wire - neutral and ground share the same
wire. The NEC only requires two ground rods if one doesn't suffice the 25ohms requirement. If
an additional ground is installed then a minium of 6' spacing is required between them. The only
time the neutrals and grounds are allowed to tie together are in the main disconnect. To keep
the neutrals and grounds separated, a 4 wire should have been used to feed your sub panel.
Your subpanel required a 4-wire feed, with separate ground wire, unless you have a local
ordinance that makes an exception. It's possible the relationship between electrician and
inspector has gotten corrupt, and the inspector and electrician have convinced each other that
this is OK. The good news is that ground wires can be retrofitted, as of NEC and a bit earlier for
some applications. However, if the conduit is made of metal, that actually is a perfectly
allowable grounding path , and that means you are grounded. However that does not explain the
lack of ground wires on the ground bar in the subpanel, unless all branch circuits are also in
metal conduit. I maintain four buildings, all in metal conduit, and there's not a ground wire in
any of them. You do not need a separate ground rod for this subpanel since it's in the same
building. The fact that the route is outside is irrelevant. You only need 1 ground rod if it passes
the magic ohm test. Otherwise you need 2, however they can both be off the main panel. By the
way, the reason we require wired ground and ground rods for outbuildings is that 25 ohms isn't
nearly good enough. All vary based upon the panel's opinion, but as long as the wiring safely
gets the job done, then that's all that counts. Main Panel has two hot wires and a neutral wire
supplied from the meter. Electrician adds a ground wire, which is connected to a grounding
source, such as a ground rod. The ground wire is to be connected to the ground bar, the neutral
bar and the case of the service panel. Electrician is also to wire in a second ground source, in
case the main ground line gets cut. The second source can be metal water line, metal conduit,
metal well head, etc. Sub Panel requires the same configuration as Main Panel, with the
exception of one thing: in a sub-panel the neutral bar is NOT grounded; it is to be attached to
the sub-panel case with spacers to prevent grounding. If there is no second ground source
available for the sub-panel, then a ground wire may be run from the Main Panel to the Sub Panel
and used as a second source of grounding. If the Sub Panel is in the same building as the Main
Panel, then a grounding rod isn't required. A ground wire from the Main Panel to the Sub Panel
may be used instead. You might want to read this for some more info but in general, this isn't
how it should be. You should have a separate ground run from the main panel to the subpanel.
The inspector had me drive another one, I think the requirement was at least 12 ft from the first,
and at least 8 ft down, or somewhere along those lines. I'd imagine it might vary by region. I am
not convinced with all those above. A lot of these guys r either half right or all wrong. Going
from 60 to greatly increases what u can add down the line assuming ur main is not loaded to
high. The conduit is technically grounding ur sub panel but it's not copper and not up to code.
Ur ground has to provide the easiest path for electricity and stainless steal or galvanized pipe is
not even close to copper which is what most of ur wiring is. And ur water line needs to be
bonded but it's not suitable for ur main ground. That's how u get electrocuted in the shower. U
need to run a ground wire to ur sub. My boss says a 2nd rod is now code. It has to be 8ft long
and 6 ft from the 1st. Easy peasy to do both things. Ur sub panel has insulation to keep the
neutral and ground separate. Combine them and u will surely trip the main. Ur main DOES have
a disconnect. It's the amp breaker. When u flip it, the whole thing loses power. Ur sub may not
since it has a breaker in ur main to serve as a disconnect. Disconnects r any device that
immediately turns off power. Sign up to join this community. The best answers are voted up and
rise to the top. Grounding requirements for main panel and subpanel Ask Question. Asked 5
years, 9 months ago. Active 5 months ago. Viewed 60k times. Questions: Only one ground rod
was driven for the A panel. Is this sufficient? Improve this question. Kris 4, 2 2 gold badges 9 9
silver badges 31 31 bronze badges. ErikR ErikR 1 1 gold badge 1 1 silver badge 5 5 bronze
badges. Add a comment. Active Oldest Votes. Improve this answer. Kris Kris 4, 2 2 gold badges
9 9 silver badges 31 31 bronze badges. There is no outside disconnect. The A breaker is on the
main panel itself, where the neutrals and grounds are bonded. Sounds like the electrician

screwed up by only running 3 wires to the sub. Do you know if a sub can have its own ground
rod? Would be much easier than running a 4th wire through the underground conduit. It does
sound like the electrician screwed you. There's very little price difference in having a amp sub
panel instead of a 60 amp subpanel. You are basically paying for the labor. As far as driving a
ground rod at a subpanel it is far better to ground to a cold water pipe where it enters the house
as long as the pipe is not plastic. But even if you were to do that, it is still illegal to separate the
grounds and neutrals in a non main disconnect panel. Basically your sub panel has no ground
and is a three wire system. The only way to fix that would be to replace the feeder wire. Sounds
like you are concerned about not having a separated ground at your sub panel, and are
wondering if driving a ground rod would make a difference. As I stated above not for separating
the neutrals and grounds as only the correct wire would allow that. But maybe, and this is a big
maybe, help to deter lightning strikes. Ironically it could possibly attract lightning! Kris I don't
mean this disrespectfully, but I had to read your comments a couple of times before I was sure
you said what I thought you said. The main panel should be grounded probably with 2
grounding rods and the grounded neutral and grounding buses should be bonded in the main
panel. Show 1 more comments. Harper - Reinstate Monica Harper - Reinstate Monica k 14 14
gold badges silver badges bronze badges. Notes: If there is no second ground source available
for the sub-panel, then a ground wire may be run from the Main Panel to the Sub Panel and used
as a second source of grounding. Daniel Griscom 6, 31 31 gold badges 27 27 silver badges 39
39 bronze badges. Douglas Douglas 21 2 2 bronze badges. DrewJordan DrewJordan 6 6 silver
badges 12 12 bronze badges. Thanks, that was a good read. Sounds like there's a definite safety
issue here. Michael Albro Michael Albro 1. Yeah, "general mass of earth" isn't good enough
because dirt is not a good conductor, and it can't return enough current to reliably trip a breaker
when breakers need to be tripped. If there's a ground fault, the fault would successfully "pull
up" the voltage on all parts of your grounding system. Can't have that! Where did you get metal
conduit not being acceptable as an EGC from? The only Code we'll ever hit here that'd even
come close to prohibiting metal conduit as a ground would be Also, a duplicate N-G bond will
not trip the main breaker in a typical North American installation unlike Europe, where their RCD
mains tell you right away you're doing it wrong. Sign up or log in Sign up using Google. Sign up
using Facebook. Sign up using Email and Password. Post as a guest Name. Email Required, but
never shown. Featured on Meta. Visual design changes to the review queues. Opt-in alpha test
for a new Stacks editor. Linked Related 5. Hot Network Questions. Question feed. Changing
your customer account may impact your product pricing and availability. The address you have
selected may also be affected on the checkout page. Changing division would affect availability
and pricing of products in your cart. Click 'Continue' to automatically be logged in to their
system where you can proceed with the payment process. Rexel USA, Inc. You are being
transferred to Billtrust's web site. Billtrust is responsible for collecting, processing, and
protecting your company and payment information in accordance with Billtrust's privacy policy.
Billtrust is not affiliated with Rexel USA. Rexel USA does not collect or receive banking or other
private information you may provide to Billtrust. This Website uses cookies to ensure you get
the best experience on our website. Learn More. Invalid quantity: please enter a valid quantity to
add this product to your cart. Click to view alternative product. Cart conflict. Please submit an
order for your quote products and add this to the cart separately. See Details. Don't change
division Change division and update cart. Please wait while we add products to your cart.
Please don't leave or reload the page. Changing your ship-to location may impact your product
pricing and availability. Do you want to proceed with this change? Yes, Change Ship-To Cancel.
The address you have selected may also be affected on the checkout page Do you want to
proceed with this change? This account is no longer active, please select an active account.
Change division and update cart Don't change division. Cancel Continue. Please update your
zip code for pricing information. Learn More Got It. Print Page. Your ship-to location has been
updated. Please try again. Square D. Cut Sheet. Product Description. Available in select areas.
Quantity EA. Please enter a valid of cuts. Length of Cut FT. Please enter a valid length. Delivery
Preferences Please choose your delivery preference. Item Notes Optional. Don't see what you
are looking for? Select your search attributes, then click search to find similar products. Yes,
Add to Cart. Successfully added to cart. Still need more? Here is an alternative product. This
product is not available and is no longer being manufactured. Here is alternative that may suit
your needs. Adding this product to your cart will change your Will Call branch. You have quote
products in the cart. Choose Will Call Location. Changing your branch may impact your product
pricing and availability. Yes, Change Branch Cancel. Confirm Collection. Product Details.
Cancel Print. Phase 1. California Proposition Load Center. Our innovative, split neutrals are
designed to save you time and wire, allowing plug-on neutral circuit breakers to connect
directly to the neutral bar without the pigtail. Coupled with the state-of-the-art design, our

neutral bars are now fully-distributed, accepting plug-on neutral circuit breakers on any space.
Additional Info. We are unable to ship to certain locations due to restrictions. If you have any
questions, please reach out to customer service. Below is a breakdown of the abbreviated
locations. Navigating These Challenging Times Together. First, we want to thank you for your
support during this difficult time. Like everyone else we are just trying to take things one day at
a time and get through this the best we can. We'd like to share some information with you to
help you stay updated with what's going on at Toolbox Supply in the coming days. At our
warehouse, we are increasing efforts to disinfect high-touch and high-trafficked areas
throughout the day and increasing daily cleaning routines. We are also making sure all
employees have up-to-date information on how to stay healthy and what preventative measures
should be taken and the ability to stay home if they are feeling unwell. Updated Return Policy:
We have updated our shipping policy from 30 days to 60 days. Our goal is that you're
completely satisfied with your purchase. Shipping: You may experience delays in shipping as
we are taking the necessary precautions to protect you and our team. We are still working hard
to get in-stock items shipped within 24 hours. Few items may temporarily have longer fulfillment
times. Customer Service: Our customer service team is working hard to help all customers as
quickly as possible. Due to technical difficulties, you may experience interrupted calls. In the
event this occurs, please email us at sales toolboxsupply. We apologize for any inconvenience
and thank you for your understanding. Thank you again for your support. Forgot password?
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ges calculated at checkout. Quantity QTY:. Request a Bulk Quote. Thank you for your quote
request. We will be in touch. Out of Stock. SKU: Includes Cover 3 each V homeline 20A single
pole circuit breakers 2 each 40V homeline 30A double pole circuit breakers Fully distributed
neutral bar That allows for the installation of homeline plug-on neutral combination arc fault
breakers on any space. With industry leading innovations and exclusive features, Square D
Homeline load centers are the smart, safe, reliable choice. WARNING : This product can expose
you to chemicals including Lead and lead compounds which are known to the State of
California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information
go to Related Products. Facebook Pinterest Instagram. Product Sku. Deadline for Delivery.
Address Line 2. We've got you covered. We'll let you know when the product is back in stock.
Shipping Restrictions We are unable to ship to certain locations due to restrictions.

